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ÀBSTRÀCT

To expl-ore Systolic systems in real time applications and

to achieve super fast computation, dynamic pipelines and

multiple pipelines are proposed in this thesis. Dynamic

pipelines provide an extra facility of skewing the data

continuously in a systolic system by overlapping the setup

and flash operations. The concept of multiple pipelines

provides multiple data to each processor. À divide and

conquer procedure and a simultaneous algorithm with tree

scheduling procedures are proposed for multiple pipelined

systolic systems. By providing multiple data one can obtain

tremendous concurrency in systolic systems. The importance

of dynamic and multiple pipelined systolic systems and their
implementations along with the applications, are explained

in the thesis.
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCTT ON

1.'1 SYSTOLIC SYSTEMS

Very Large ScaIe Integration (VlSl ) technology provides a

potential of implementing hardware architectures or special

purpose processors (SPP) for time consuming algorithms.

This SPP is attached to the general purpose computer (host),

which performs its computation on behalf of the host.

Systolic systems proposed by Kung and Leiserson l14l provide

an efficient architectural implementation for special

purpose systems. In a systolic system the data flows in a

rhythmic fashion from the computer memory passing through

many processors before they return to the memory.

The data in a systolic system can flow in different
directions at different speeds which can be achieved by

implementing regular and simple communication network. To

obtain such a communicat ion network, simple regular

geometrical shaped processors are proposed for systolic
systerns in one, two and three dimensions. These regular

geometrical shaped structures connect the processors 1oca1ly

to its neighbors and reduce the overhead of extra hardware.

The host transfers the data only to processors which are on

1-
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rthe boundary which in turn transfer the data only to thei
neighboring processors resulting in a systematic data flow.

In a systolic system, other than the system clock and the

power supply there is no globa1 signal. However, in a

semi-systolic system globaI data and globaI signals are

allowed. The nature of the data flow upon the algorithm to
be chosen and depends on the geometrical shape of the

processors. Kung t13l presented the algorithmÍc

classification based on the taxonomy of the processor shape.

1.2 SYSTOLIC ALGORTTHMS

Algorithms which can be implemented with systolic
architectures are known simply as systolic algorithms. Many

systolic algorithms have been developed for numeric and

non-numeric problems using one, two and three dimensional

networks [15,18,23]. The algorithms which are optimal for a

general purpose computer need not be the best for VLSI

implementat i on [5,28]. The algorithm for VLSI

implementation should possess one or more of. the following
propert ies.

The algorithm

ce11s.

should be implemented in a few basic

The algorithmic data

regular.

flow should be simple and

1.

2.
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andThe algorithm should

multiprocessing.

use extensive pipelining

By implementing these types of algorithms in VLSI, one

can obtain inexpensive concurrent systems, which are compact

in size, and possess a high degree of reliability. Thus the

advances in VLSI technology enables architectural
impLementat ion for t ime consuming algori thms. These

architectures determine not only the nature of the data

flow, but also the geometrical shape of the processors and

the system dimension.

1 .3 CLÀSSIFICATION OF SYSTOLIC SYSTEMS

Systolic system can

physical dimensions.

understand the complex

classified using their
fication also helps to

algorithms.

be

This

na ture

easily

classi
of the

1 .3.1 One Dimensional Svstolic Arravs

À one dimensional systolic array connects the processors

as a linear array. In such arrays data flows in the forward

and backward directions simultaneously, similar to a 'n'
stage pipeline. The basic mechanism of the one dimensional

network is conceptually illustrated in Figure 1.1(a). One

dimensional linear arrays have been proposed for algorithms

which perform matrix-vector multiplication, Iinear
recurrence evaluation, solutions of triangular systems,

convolution problems [13] etc.
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(b)

(c)

Tl" basic principles of one, two and threedirnensional systõlic systems
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1.3.2 Two Dimensional Svstolic Arrays

Arrays having a square, hexagonal or triangular ceIl
shape have been proposed in the literature. Two dimensional

arrays allow the data to flow in two or three directions
simultaneously. The basic principle of the two dimensional

systolic system is exhibited in Figure 1 .1 (b). Square

shaped arrays have been proposed for sorting llZl, dynamic

programming l6l , pattern recognition 119,221 , etc.

Hexagonal arrays have been proposed for band matrix

multiplication and related matrix problems [1 4] . The

hexagonal and square shaped processors connect six and four

processors respectively.

1.3.3 Three Dirnens ional Svstol ic Àrrays

Three dimensional systolic systems were proposed by

Linderman and Ku t18l for matrix multiplication. The author

has proposed a 3-D systolic system v¡ith the data flow in

three degrees of freedom for simultaneous triple matrix

multipfication and allied problems. The cubic shaped

processors are proposed for the three dimensional space.

The major advantage of the 3-D systolic system is that it
provides the facility to skew three sets of data into three

degrees of freedom and utilize nxnxn processors at a given

time. Figure 1.1 (c) exhibits the basic concept of three

dimensional systolic system. 3-D systolic systems are based

on regular geometrical st ruc ture s with s imple



i nte rconnec t i on

irnplementation

research work

these systems.

networ ks

3-D VLSI

requi red

which

systems.

to deve

f orms

However,

Iop more

6

an ef f ic ient
a good deal of

algor i thms for

of

is

1.4 CONCURRENCY IN SYSTOLIC SYSTEMS

Methods of achieving superfast computation are: (1) using

high speed components and (2) incorporating a high degree of

concurrency. The speed of the components is limited and

depends mainly on the material to be used. Researchers [21 ]

are trying to replace Silicon by Gallium Àrsenide because of

its high switching speed. However, existing technology does

not provide a possible immediate solution for this problem.

Therefore, the only way of obtaining super fast computation

is by increasing the degree of concurrency. Massive

parallelism can be achieved by techniques of the

multiprocessing and pipelining.

In mul-tiprocessing two or more processors with common

t/O, memory, etc. are used to solve a task. VLSI and Wafer

ScaIe Integration (WSf ) technology provide a potential of

implementing several thousands of processors on a single

chip or a wafer respect ive1y. To utilize all these

processors simultaneously, coordination and communication

play an important role. To coordinate all these processors

to compute a single job, a paralIeI processable algorithm

has to be incorporated. To obta in an ef f ic ient
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communication geometry simple and regular interconnection

networks have to be used. Systolic systems are based on

these two vital characteristics of coordination and

communication along with modularity. These modular

structures provide extensionablity to a larger system, which

in turn provides a facility of utilizing many processors at

a given time. Thus systolic system introduce a high degree

of multiprocessing by utilizing n, n2 and n3 processors in

one, two and three dimensions, respectively.

Pipelining also plays an important role in increasing

parallelism. The concept of pipelining is explained in the

Àppendix A. Most of the researchers [13,16,30] considered

mul-tiprocessing as a means of achieving concurrency.

Jagadish et aI t9l studied the concept of pipelining in

computing arrays, but they did not provide any solution to

obtain a high degree of concurrency in systolic systems. To

obtain maximum concurrency in systolic systems, the concept

of dynamic pipeline or overlapped pipeline and the multiple
pipeline approaches are proposed in this thesis.

1 .5 THESTS ORGANI ZATION

Chapter 2 explains, the concept of. pipelining in systolic
systems and then presents dynamic pipelined systolic systems

for single and multiple jobs.



To obtain maximum concurrency i

concept of multiple pipelining i

This chapter also includes archi

algorithms.

n a systolic
s proposed

tectures for

I
systens, the

in chapter 3.

s imultaneous

Chapter 4 deals with the concluding remarks and suggested

further work in the pipelined approach to the systolic
systems.



Chapter I I

THE DYNÀMIC PIPELINED SYSTOLIC SYSTEMS

2.1 T NTRODUCTI ON

In the systolic systems proposed by Kung and Leiserson

1141, the processors are not fu1ly utilized. For example,

in the one dimensional network alternate processors remain

idle (not active) at a given time. In the two dimensional

hexagonal arrays two out of three processors remain idle.
This idleness means that the performance can be improved.

To increase the throughput in the systolic systems by

keeping all the processing elements active at all times, the

concept of Ðynamic Pipelined Systolic Arrays (opSa), first
suggested by Kung 112), is developed in this chapter. The

concept of. DPSA provides an extra feature, which allows the

data to flow dynamically and thus keep the processors always

active. In other words the systolic processors can be fully
exploited, thereby increasing the throughput. The dynamic

nature of the data flow also facilitates the processing of

two or more jobs concurrentJ-y on the system which further
increases the throughput.

9-
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2.2 WHY DYNAMTC PTPELINES FOR SYSTOLIC ÀRRAYS ?

In a systolic system data flow through the pipeline from

the main memory to the processors or from the processors to
processors or memory. The processor simply executes the

data whenever it receives it and then transfers it to the

next processors or to the memory. Further there is no fetch

or decode operation.

Pipelines in systolic systems do not behave like a

classical pipeline [8,1] ,27]. For example, in a classical
pipeline, the input data never flow through the pipeline,
only the output data flow through it. In a systolic system,

the input and output data both flow through the pipelines

and these data are used in many successive stages. By their
operation pipelines in a systolic system are similar to a

static pipeline where each pipeline is assigned for a

particular task. The pipelines in systolic array processors

always operate simultaneously, which allows Lhe data to flow

in many prescribed directions.

There are three aspects to the execution of a task on a

pipeline. First, time is needed to transfer the instruction
and the data (operand pairs) either from memory or from

previous processors to the pipeline. This is the setup

t ime . Next , execut i on t ime i s requi red to per form the

instruction on the data or operand pair. Finally, there is
flash time, the time needed to transfer the instruction and



the pipeline to the. next processor

11

or to thethe data from

main memory.

The special purpose systolic arrays are designed in such

a manner that, each pipeline in a processor will perform the

repetitive operations concurrently, according to the clock

and their algorithmic principle. Transfer of a N-bit long

word serially, either from memory or previous processor,

requires N clock units. Typically paralleI data

transformation is avoided, since it requires enormous number

of I/O pads which would make the system r/O bound. Hence,

the set up time is N clock units. The sequentional

execution time for k instructions is k clock units. Finally
the flash time, to transfer the data and instruction
requires N clock units. Thus the total time requirement for
one complete execution in a pipe is T = ( 2N + k ) clock

units. This is known as a unit time for an operation. In

an operation cycle of T clock units the major share of 2N

clock units are used for Lhe transformation of data.

Many researchers llZ-19,22] consider the operating cycle

as 2(U+k) clock units, where each operation consists of two

equal parts. First, the data are transfered to the

particular pipeline from the memory or from the previous

processor and then executed. In the second part, the data

is transferred to the next processors or to the main nemory

and then the processors are kept idle for k clock cycles for
the sake of synchronization. In an operating cycle the
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clock units.
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2N+k clock cycles and the idle time is k

idle time does not allow the processor to

iently. In other words a processor is
f or k execution clock units out of 2 (¡¡+k )

is demonstrates the static nature of theTh

pipelines, i.e., these pipelines do not allow the data to
flow dynamically. To reduce the idle time of the processor

and exploit the processor as much as possible, the concept

of overlapped operations in pipelines is proposed in this
chapter. These overlapped pipelines are referred to as

dynamic pipelines t1 1 I .

The dynamic pipelines in the special purpose processors

differ from those in the conventional dynamic pipelined
processors [8, ] I ,27] . These dynamic pipelines provide

facilities of setup operation in N clock units either from

the memory or from the previous processors. In addition to

this setup operation, the dynamic pipelines transfer the

data and instruction of the earlier operation to the next

processors or to the memory (flash operation). Note that,
the time reguirement of the setup operation and flash
operation are equa1. By performing the setup and flash
operations concurrently, in other words, by overlapping the

setup operations with flash operations in the pipelines one

can exploit the processors absolutely. The effective time

requirement of a single operation is N+k units of time

except for the first and last operations.
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The major advantage of the ÐPSÀ is that the operating

cycle is reduced by half. The processors always get the

data after N clock units within the operation cycle of N+k

clock units. Each pipeline contains two dif ferent sets of

data at a given time. The processors transfer the data and

receive them concurrently. Since the processors perform an

overlapped operation in every pipeline the idle time is
curbed. To implement the dynamic pipelines in the systolic
processors, the internal structure of the processor is
modified.

GeneralIy a processor i s desi gned for a part icular
operation. Each processor contains an ÀLU and a number of

pipelines depending upon the requirement. Each pipeline in

the processors is assigned to a particular task, and

contains at least two registers, one for loading the data in
the setup operation and the other to store the transferring
data in the flash operation concurrently. The execution in
the processors is carried out by the ALU. Processors are

controlled by their algorithms and the system clock. The

micro-operations of the inner product step processor (rpSp)

used for matrix multiplication are explained in section 2.3.

To illustraLe the advantages of the DPSÀ, the systolic
systems in [14] are considered at length, for single job and

multiple jobs executions. The data flow in the systolic
systems depends on the geometrical shape of the processors.

One dimensional network with square shape processors, two
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one dimensional network with sguare shape processors, two

dimensional network with square and hexagonar shape

processors are considered for i llustrat ion. The di f ferent
probJ-ems that are di scussed a re:

SingJ-e job execution problems1.

a)

b)

the matrix vector multiplication

dimens i onal network ,

the sguare dense matrix multiplication

dimensional sguare array network.

with a one

uslng a two

one

Concurrent multiple job execution problems,

a) two matrix-vector muÌtipJ-ications with

dimensional network,

b) three matrix-matrix multiplications using the two

dimensional hexagonal array network with label-ing

techn igues ,

c ) L-U decomposition of three matrices using a

hexagonal array netv¡ork.

2.3 MATRIX VECTOR MULTIPLiCÀTION

consider the mul-tipJ.ication of a band matrix À = (uij )

with a vector x = (Xr , x2,... *n)I. The product vector is
given as t= (y, , yz , ... y¡ )Tand can be computed using the

following recurrence relations as described by Kung and

Leiserson It+1. The superscripts in these rerations are

cl-ock times at which the corresponding y¡ is specified.
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Suppose, À is an n x n band matrix with band width w = p
+ q 1 as shown in Figure 2.1, where p = 2 and q -3. À one

dimensional network for matrix-vector multiplication is
exhibited in Fi9.2.2.. The data of the matrix À and vectors

X and Y are skewed in such a manner that the proper data

reaches the appropriate processors at the correct time. The

processor computes the data as per the recurrence rel-ation.

Each processor contains an ÀLU and three dynamic pipelines

and the data flow through the dynamic pipelines and

executions are effected by the ÀLU. These data are assumed

to be transferred serially from the host as demonstrated in

Figure 2.2 which avoids the globaI communication at the

expense of extra hardware. The first six steps of the

matrix-vector multiplication are shown in figure 2.3.
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The micro operations of the IpSp are as follows.

.l . Transfer the data seriarJ.y into the setup register
either from the memory or from the previous processor

as the setup operation and transfer the data serialry
from the flash register either to the next processors

or to the memory as the frash operation concurrently.
2. Bu

3' RY

4. Shift all the data from the setup registers to the

flash registers as a shifting operation.

Bu refers to the buffer register, RA, R^and R, are setup

registers for the data of matrix À, vector X and y

respectively. The time required to transfer a N bit word

takes N clock units and operations 2 to 4 each take one

crock unit. The totar time reguirement for one set of micro

operations is then N+3 clock cycles which are taken to be

the unit time for singre execution, and which is one cycle
more when compared to the unit time as described by Kung and

Leiserson.

To obtain the totaL time reguirement note that, the first
term y 1 of output the vector y appears on the left side of
the network after w+1 units of time and the next term y2

requires an additionar unit time ( i.e. , appears afte r w+2

units of t ime ) . Thus al-l n terms of the vector y requi re
w+n time units. Therefore, the total time requirement for
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the completion of the matrix-veçtor multiplication problem

is n+w units of time. The same problem reguired 2n+w units
of time by Kung and Leiserson's method [14] . Thus the

throughput in this systoLic system is neari.y double.

2.4 SOUÀRE DENSE
NETWORK

MATRI X MULTIPLICÀTION USING SOUÀRE

The square dense matrix multiplication probrem can be

performed in a two dimensiona] network of n x n sguare array
processors. Consider the muLt ipl icat ion of two n x n

matrices A = ( a;i ) and ! = ( b;; ). The product matrix C =t) -tJ -

( .;, ) is given as c - A * B. The recurrence relations fortJ

this probJ.em are as f oIl-ows:

-0
(1)

c
ij

( k+l

ij ik

(x

ij

(n

ij

+a ¡tb
kj

1J

The val-ues of c, , are stored in the systoì- ic processors

and the respective processor wirl update the varues as per

the recurrence relations. Matrices A and B are skewed in

such a manner that the proper data wi rl reach the

appropriate processor at the correct time. Àn example of a
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square matrix multiplication
Figure 2.4. The data flow
atr

problem

diagram i
for n=4

s exhibi
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is shown in

ted in Figure

The design of the processors is modified to incorporate

the dynamic pipelines. The micro operations are similar to

the IPSP which are used for the matrix-vector

multipJ.ication in section 2.3.

To compute the matrix multiplication problem, the data of

matrices A and B have to flow through the network as

illustrated in Figure 2.5. Às explained in section 2.3,

each inner product term requires N+3 clock units which forms

a unit of time for an execution. Each element in C

contains n inner product terms. Therefore, to cornpute each

term requires n units of time. The last (n,n) processor in

this network receives the data after n-1 units of time and

this computation requires another n units of time.

Therefore, the matrix-matrix multiplication requires only 2n

units of time. The data flow using Kung and Leisersonts

method [14] requires 4n units of time for the same problem.

Thus dynamic pipelined systolic
throughput by a factor of two.

arrays increase the
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2.5 coNcURRENT MULTTpLICÀTrON OF TWO MÀTRIX-VECTOR
PROBLEMS

Since the dynamic pipelines provide data for every setup

operation in the operating cycle, the IpSp can be exploited
by muLtiplying two matrix-vector problems concurrently.
consider two matrix-vector multipLication probrems y1 = Ar

x1 and Y2 = À2 x2 . These matrix-vector murtiprication
probrems are similar to the problem as ilrustrated in Figure
2.1.

To compute the two jobs concurrently the data of Àl , xl

and YI , I = 1 ,2 must be scheduled caref uì-ly, so that, the

data arrives and gets executed in the particurar time slot
of the pipeline without mixing of the two data sets. The

data flow diagram is shown in Fig. 2.6. For the sake of
convenience in Figures the el-ements are represented as a¡. ,t)
for f = 1,2 instead of ulij and so on. The elements of the

matrix À¡ and the data of vector x1 are skewed in such a

manner that, the proper data meets the appropriate erements

of vector Y 1 at the correct t ime for the computat ion.
Similarly the data of the second problem i.e., data of the
matrix Az, vectors xz and y2 forrow the same path of the
respective data of Àr, X1 and y1 in the consecutive time
unit. That is, the data a?.

rJ

next time unit and so on.

follows the data al.lj in the

The first six steps of the data frow diagram

demonstrated in Figure 2.7. The odd numbered processors

1S

tn
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the one dimensional network access the data of the first
problem in even numbered units of time. The even numbered

processors process the data of the same problem in odd

numbered units of time. For the second problem the

operations are reversal. Since, the processing of problems

is sequential the output terms appear alternatively in the

last processor of the network. Therefore, the host computer

can identify the results of the two di fferent problems

without any difficulty. These results can also be

identified by adding a label with each output term. To add

these labe1s the design of the processors and the data flow

are modified as described 1221. The algorithmic principle
of these operations follov¡s the same recurrence relation of

section 2.3.

Regarding the time reguirement for

term of the first vector needs w+1 t
in the section 2.3. In the next unit
of the second vector is computed.

problems are concurrently piped in a

and the output terms are computed

compute the rest of the 2n-2 terms

units of time. Therefore the ent

2n+w+1 units of time. Kung and

required 2n+w units of time for t
mult ipl ication problem.

this problem the first
ime units as explained

of tirne the first term

Since two matrix-vector

one dimensional network

one after another, to

requires another 2n-2

re computation reguires

Leiserson's l14l method

he single matrix-vector

I

i
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By implementing two probJ-ems at a time, one can partition
the matr j.x vector problem into tr+o sub problems. To expound

the part it ion procedure cons ider a matr ix-vector
multiplication problem which is shown in Figure 2.1. The

partition procedure is exhibited in Figure 2.9, where A is a

nxn band matrix of band width w

vector Y contains at the most w el-ements of the matrix À.

Divide the matrix À into two rectangular matrices Ar ,Az of

dimensions (n/2+q-1, n/2+w ) and (n/2-q+1, n/Z). The

elements of vector X has to be grouped into two vectors X1 ,

X2 of dimensions (n/2+w, 1) , (n/2, 1) respectively. The

vector Y has to be partitioned into vectors Y1 and Y2 of

order (n/2+q-1, 1 ) and (n/2-q+1, 1 ) respectively. Compute

the subproblems Y¡ = AI XI, f = 1,2 concurrently. Since the

two problems are not of the same order, the first problem is
scheduled first. The second problem is scheduled after q-1

time units. This procedure reduces the computation time of

the matrix-vector multiplication problem from 2n+w time

units to n+q+w time units. Thus these two sub-problems can

be solved in almost half the time required to solve the main

problem.
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2.5 THREE MÀTRIX-MÀTRIX MULTIPLICATIONS ÇONCURRENTLY USING
À HEXÀGONÀL ARRAY

À two dimensional hexagonaL array network can be

deveJ-oped with the dynamic pipeLines to concurrently do

three sets of matrix mul-tiplication, i.e., CI = À¡ B¡ , I =

1,2,3. Matrices À and B are n x n band matrices of band

widths w¡ and yl2 respectively. À typical- prob)_em is shown

in Fig. 2.9.

Since, the three matrices are concurrentr-y computed in
the hexagonally connected network, the data of the six
matrices À , B again must be carefulJ-y scheduled to prevent
mixing of the data. For the sake of convenience, the output
matrices CI may be labelled by Di. The label- di, is

rJ

attached to the eLement c.l.
rJ

matrix computation, the Ipsp l-abers the output terms. This
Labeling of the output terms can be achieved by introducing
an extra pipeline parartel to the pipeline where the output
terms of matrices frow in the hexagonal array processor.
However, by scheduring the data carefulJ-y one need not Ìabel
the data. The data scheduling of the three sets of matrices
follows the order of first, second and third matrices. The

data can be easiJ.y scheduLed by seLecting the simirar

Thus in addition to the

elements of

and third.

the first matrices with respect to the second

The data schedul-ing of the three matrices is
systematic and simpJ_e. Therefore, the data schedul ing
procedure does not increase the compJ.exity of the system.
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The product mat r ices can be

recurrence relations expÌained in
flow diagram is expounded in Fig

superscript refers to the appropr

el-ements in the respect ive groups

another, which ensures that the

appropr iate processors a't correct
)12 hexagonal processors is used.

The elements of

in the Figure 2.10.
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computed by the same

section 2.4. The data

. 2.10 where the el_ement

iate muLt ipl icat ion . The

are pipelined one after
proper data r+il-I reach the

time À network of w 1 by

Ic.
I

. move from bottom to top

Each term contains at

exhibited

most the

AS

the

higher value of vr 1 or yl2 inner product terms. Each inner
product term is computed as per the recurrence rerations.
These processors use the micro operations as explained in
the section 2.3, therefore the unit of time for an execution
contains N+3 clock cycles. By skewing the data of the
matrices c one after another along with the data of À , B

in the hexagonal network as shown in the data ftow diagram,
3n + min (*r ,ytz ) + 2 units of time are required for the
murtipl-ication of these three sets of matrices. rn

comparison Kung and Leiserson's [14] method woul_d require 3n

+ min(wr tytz ) units of time to compute just one

matrix-matrix mul-tiprication. processors in the hexagonal

network remain active all the time and therefore increase
the effective throughput three times.
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2.7 THREE L-U DECOMPOSiTION OF MATRIX PROBLEMS
CONCURRENTLY ON À HEXÀGONÀL ÀRRÀY

To i 1l-ustrate the advantages of

systolic systems further, three L-U

i.e., decomposition of a matrix

triangular matrices are considered.

L-U decomposition is shown in Figure

relat ions to evaluate the l-ower

decomposition are as follows:

the dynamic pipelined

decomposit ion problems

into lower and upper

The problem of single

2.11. The recurrence

and upper tr iangular

i>k

k>

ks

(

a
ik

1)

ij

k+1)

ij

0

1

ik

=a
ij

(k)
=a+l

ij

kj

-u
kj

(k) -1
au
ik kk

0

(k)
a

kj

if i < k

if i - k

j

j

if

if

if

The data of matrices O I , Í = 1, 2 are skewed as

expounded in Figure 2.12 on the dynamic pipelined hexagonar

array. The decomposition of L¡ and u¡ are retrieved
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concurrently as the output of the hexagonal array. Since

the output follows the same order of the input elements, one

can easily identify the output el-ements with the respective

matrix without any problem. For easier data identification,
one can labe1 the data as described in the previous section

2.6 .

The elements of the three matrices are piped in the

hexagonaÌ network one after another as shown in Figure 2.12.

The processors decompose the lower and upper elements as per

the recurrence relations. By assuming each set of micro

operations can be carried out in one unit of time these

three concurrent decomposition problems requires only

3n+(61¡ w1, \12 ) +2 units of time, âs explained in the

sections 2.3 and 2.6. Kung and Leiserson I s method would

require 3n+( min vlrr w2 ) units of time for a single matrix

decomposition problem. Note also that, ê11 the processors

are actively involved in the computation at all times.
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This chapter considered the implementation of dynamic

pipelined systolic arrays for some compute-bound problems.

The problems considered inc lude the matr ix-vector

multiplication, the matrix-matrix multiplication and the L-U

decomposition of a matrix with single job and multiple jobs

in one and two dimensional networks. The dynamic pipeline
provide the ability to process the data dynamically at a

given time, thus effectively increasing the throughput. In

a similar manner one can implement dynamic pipelined

systolic systems for all other systolic algorithms as

identified by Kung and Leiserson and others. Faster

systolic algorithms can be obtained by either modifying the

data flow or scheduling the multiple data on to the systolic
system. To increase the concurrency of the systolic system

further, mult iple pipel ines which are used in super

computers are proposed for systolic systems in the next

chapter.



Chapter I I I

MULTIPLE PIPELINED SYSTOLIC SYSTEMS

3.1 MULTIPLE PIPELTNED SYSTEMS

To achieve a very high degree of concurrency in super

computing systerns I a para1lel task-scheduling model is
obtained by using multiple pipelined techniques. The basic

principle is exhibited in Figure 3.1 . The Instruction
processing unit fetches and decodes the scalar and vector

instructions and identifies them. The scalar instructions
are dispatched to the scalar processor which includes

multiple scalar pipes. Similarly, the vector instructions
are sent to the vector controller.

The vector controller's function includes decoding the

vector instruction, calculating the effective vector operand

address, setting up the vector access controller and the

vector processor and monitoring the execution of the vector

instruction. The most important aspect of the vector

controller is to partition a vector task into smaller

subtasks with a precedence relation deterrnined only by data

dependency, and scheduling different subtasks to different
functional pipelines. In most of the commercial vector

processors, identical pipelines must execute the same vector

39
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instruction at the same time. These pipetines may be

unifunctional or static-multifunctional. The scheduling of

multi-pipelines is a Non deterministic Polynomial (Np)

Complete problem, even for a restr icted class task.

Heuristic scheduling algorithms [8,30] have been developed

for paraIIel vector processing.

3.2 I^IHY MULT]PLE PIPELINES FOR SYSTOLIC SYSTEM ?

In a systolic system a particular algorithm of systolic
nature is mapped onLo hardware architecture. The task is
converted into recurrence relations. Each step of the

recurrence algorithm is assigned to a particular processor

or a group of processors. These processors which are

designed for a particul-ar task, receive the daLa/înstruction

and execute them. Each similar processor executes the same

task or a part of the task with the different data in a

different interval of time. The processors are not involved

in the instruction fetching, instruction decoding and

address determination. Their sole task is to receive the

data/commands and execute them. The nature of the data flow

play an important role in the execution and it depends on

the geometrical shape of the processor.

To obtain a very high degree of concurrency in the

systolic system the task has to be partitioned into smaller

subtasks as in the multiple pipelined system. These smaller

tasks have to be executed simultaneously by scheduling them



into different functional pipes in a similar manner

the multiple pipelines. The design of the special

processor depends upon the nature of the algorithm
problem chosen. The design procedure of the system

be such that it takes care of the scheduling, automat

However simple scheduling procedures may be used,

the design does not become complex.

42

as in
purpose

and the

should

icall-y.
so that

3.3

3.3

DIFFERENT SCHEDULING

.1 Divide and Conguer

PROCEDURES

Proc edure

Às explained in the previous Chapter, in a systolic
system to evaluate the recurrence relations, each task has

to flow through the pipelines of the systolic processors.

Therefore each data of the task has to go through two major

steps. They are the ðata/instruction transfer operation and

the data manipulation (execution) operation, assuming that,
the set up operation is overlapped with the ftash operation.

Thereforer ân unit operation consists of the time

requirement of both operations. Instead of considering a

unit of time (r) for a period of the operation cycle, in

which there are tr clock units for data transfer operation

and t2 clock units for data execution operation, choose T as

tr or lz clock units which ever is the larger.

To reduce the value of T further, one can also subdivide

these tasks and execute in multiple pipelines. Assuming

there is no paralle1 data transformation ( due to the I/O
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bounds), two or four data flow pipes can be util-ized using

the divide and conguer argorithm. Àn optimar time period of

tr = opt { N, N/2, N/4 }, depending upon the number of
pipelines, is used to transfer a 'N' bit long word by one,

two, and four pipes. Similarly, the execution stage can be

partitioned into 'm' substages. using the muLtiple
scheduling technique, one can obtain L2 = opt { tr.,, tz2 ,

tzs ,.. t2¡,.. Þ^ì instead of L2 , where t2i refers to the

time requirement for the i th subtask. Thus the optimal
execution time opt T can be obtained as max { t, , tz }.
This scheduring procedure increases the hardware but it also
increases the throughput considerabJ.y.

3.3.2 Simultaneous Àlqorithm with Multiple Data

In addition to the above procedure the algorithms should

be developed in such a manner that the processor will
receive murtiple data instead of single set of data, by

increasing the input/output data pipelines. The processors

may then execute them simultaneously. since, the systolic
processor rece i ves mult iple data, the task should be

partitioned into smaller tasks which should be scheduLed

into different functionaL units. The scheduring procedure

should be in such a manner that, the proper smaLler task
should be assigned to the appropriate functional units at
the correct time, so that the eval"uation of the task need

not be deJ.ayed.
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If the processor receives multiple data at a given time

then it executes the data with the multiple operands t101.

For example, to multipty k functions together, one has to

multiply first two functions and then the resultant has to

be multiplied with the third function and so on for (k-1)

stages, using two operands. Instead of two operands use an

opt irnal mult iple operands techn ique, i . e. , i operands

simultaneously, where i << k, or use a tree machine t3].
These multiple data with multiple functional pipes wiIl
increase the speed enormously. For example, one can double

the output by doubling the input data and by executing them

with two pipelines, instead of using a single set of data in
a single pipeline. This procedure can easily double the

speed of the system at the expense of input/output data flow

pipes and functional pipelines. It is also important that

simultaneous multiple data algorithms have to be developed,

instead of the conventional algorithms.

To illustrate the advantages of the multiple pipetined

systolic system the following compute bound problems with

simultaneous algorithms are considered here for both one and

two dimensional networks. For the sake of convenience the

two dimensional network is considered first.

Two Dimensional network

a) Matrix-Matrix-Vector multiplication
operand multiplication.

1.

with triple
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b) Matrix-Matrix-Matrix-Vector multiplication using

the tree scheduling procedure.

2. One dimensional network

a ) Matr ix-Matr ix-Vector mul-t ipI icat ion .

3.4 TWO DIMENSIONÀL IMPLEMENTATION

3-.1-.j- Matrix-Matrix-Vector MultipLication

consider the problem of simultaneous muLtiplication of

two dense nxn matrices À = (aij ) and B = (b¡¡) with a

vector X - ( X1 , x2,..,*n)T. The product of this problem

is a vector Y = ( yr , y2 t.., y¡ )T This simultaneous

multiplication can be soLved by the following algorithm.

Fori=ltondobegin

(1)
y. := 0 ; { initialize }

I

For j := 1 to n do begin

For k := 1 to n do begin

(k+1) (k)
Y := Y + a * b :t ¡
i i ij jk k

end {nloop}
end {jtoop}

end;{iloop}

The complexity of this simultaneous murtipLication probrem

is o( n3 ). To prove this comprexity consider the innermost
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r -_ ^ * b,,LFij "Jk
L2 := tr * *k

where t r and tz are temporary terms, referring to two

murtiplications and one addition. Therefore, the whore

argorithm reguires 2ns assignments, n3 additions and 2n3

multiplications or 2n3 + n3 + 2n3 ==> 5n3 steps. Thus the

complexity of the algorithm is o( n3 ).

To implement this algorithm a murtipre piperined systoric
system is designed. The processor's recurrence rerations
are as follows.

(1)
v

1

k+1
v.

1

=0

k
= y.

I
+a *b :k ¡ç

IJ jk

n+'l
v
i

Each processor has a sguare shape and contains four sets
of data flow pipelines in which two sets are paraller to the
x axis and the other two sets are pararter to the y axis.
These pipelines can transfer N/z bit rong words instead of N

bit words reducing the transfer time by half. Thus these
piperines exploit the basic concepts of divide and conquer
procedure as explained in section 3.3.1 of this chapter.
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In addition to these pipelines the ÀLU is capabre of
murtiplying all the three operands together, using the

multipre operand techniques. The data of the matrices À and

B and the vectors x and y are skewed in such a manner that
the proper data reaches the appropriate processor at the
correct time as shown in the data flow diagram of Figure
3-2. The processor results are summed up by an adder in row

wise fashion. Therefore each element in the vector y is the
summat ion of yi =Ër,O , where p refers to the number of
el-ements in the ,o#,I una i ref ers to the i th element of the
vector. The adders are.not shown in Figure 3.2. The first
erement y r requires n+1 time units. The resurting (n-1 )

terms appear one after another in the next (n-1) units of
time. Therefore, the time required to solve this probrem is
2n t ime units. Thus the implementation of multiple
piperined systoric system achieves a speed up factor of o(n2

) for the simultaneous matrix-matrix-vector multiplication
probrem. ÀIso note that, the unit of time contains less
number of clock cycles by this rnethod when compared to the
unit of time as exprained in the chapter 2. Therefore, the
throughput of this system is increased enormously.
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3 . 4 . 2 Ma t r i x -Ma t r i x -Ma t r i x -Vec t o q Mu 1 t i pI i c a t i on

To ilLustrate the concept of multipre data rvith tree
scheduling techniques consider a simultaneous multiplication
of matrices À = ( a¡¡ ), n = ( bij) and a diagonar. matrix D =

( dii ) with a vector x = ( X1 , xz t..r "n)T which results
in vector Y = ( yr , yz t.., y¡)Ï This simultaneous

multiplication algorithm can be obtained by modifying the

simultaneous matrix-matrix-vector aJ-gorithm described in
sect ion 3 .4. 1 . The data f l-ow diagram Figur e 3 .2 has to be

modified in such a manner that, the data of matrix D has to
be skewed along the data of the vector x in an additionaL
pipeline. The recurrence rel-ations for each processor are
as f ollows.

k+1
v.

L

The processor

and computes the

sets of data.

=0

+fl *b *¡1
jk

n+l
T
i

receives five sets of

sub-product term which

Each sub-product term

data simultaneousì-y

contains these five

is formed by three

(1

v
I

k
=y

i
:t¿

ii ij



rnultiplications and an addition.
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Therefore, each processor

has to do three multiplications and an addition. To obtain

fast multiplication each processor contains two arithmetic
pipes capable of multiplication and addition. To design a

special purpose processor for the particular algorithm, hâp

the algorithm onto architecture in such a manner that the

mapping takes care of the scheduling procedure. The tree

scheduling by which three multiplications are carried out in

two steps, is exhibited in Figure 3.3. The unit time for an

operation of this problem is same as in the previous problem

as expJ-ained in section 3.4.1, since,

multiplication is carried out in parallel.
an additional
The total time

required for this computation is 2n time units. Thus the

use of multiple pipelines with tree scheduling increases the

concurrency in the system.
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doto tronsfer

multiPticot ion

multiPlicoti on

odd ition

Figure 3.3: The tree scheduling model'
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3.5 ONE DIMENSIONÀL IMPLEMENTÀTION

To illustrate the

dimensional systolic
matrixÀ=(a..),a

lJ

advantages of mul-tipLe pipelines in one

systems, the multiplication of a band

diagonal matrix D = ( dii ) and a vector
Txn )' is considered. The product is a

l'
,.. t yn )' which can be computed by using

processor as in the case of

X = ( xt

vector Y

the same

x2 ,..,
( yt , yz

type of

,

matrix-matrix-vector muLtiprication in section 3.4. 1.

Each processor contains four sets of pipelines. The data

f low diagram of this probJ-em is shown in Figure 3.4. The

data of the matrix D fLow pararlel to the data of the vector
x. Thus the mul-tiple data are schedul-ed in the multipJ_e

piperines in both one dimensionar and two dimensional
networks.

This chapter has described multipre pipelines with
murtiple data flow pipes and multiple functional piperines
that increase the concurrency of systolic systems. simpJ.e

murtiple data scheduling and simple tree scheduling do not
increase the design cornprexity of the speciar purpose

processors as long as the system uses only a few repeatable
basic processors.
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Chapter IV

CONCLUSIONS ÀND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

4.1 CONCLUSIONS

To increase the concurrency of systolic systerns dynamic

pipelines and multiple pipelines are proposed and described

in this thesis. The study brings out the importance of the

pipel ined approach to systol ic systerns.

The dynamic pipel ines all-ow the data to f low dynamically

and keep the processors always active. This feature enables

the processors to overlap the setup and flash operations and

thereby increases the throughput. The dynamic data flow

also allows processing of two or more jobs concurrently.
The proposed system improves the performance of Kung and

Leiserson's modeI. For the problems discussed in this
thesis, the reduction in computation time achieved by the

proposed systems is listed below.

1. The matrix vector multiplication problem can be

solved in a one dimensional- network and the execution

t irne i s reduced to one hal f .

2. The matrix matrix multiplication problem using a two

dimensional sguare array network can also be solved

in half of its original executing time.
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Two matrix-vector multiplication problems can be

solved concurrently in a one dimensional network.

The time reguired for executing both the jobs is
almost the same time as described by Kung and

Leiserson for a single job.

Three sets of the band matrix multiplication problem

can be solved in a single system concurrently. The

execution time is almost the same execution time as

required for a single matrix multiplication problem

1141 .

Three sets of L-U decomposition problems can be

executed concurrently in a single two dimensional

hexagonal network. The time requirement of these

three problems is almost same as a single job

execution as described by Kung and Leiserson [14].

In the multiple pipelined systolic system the task is
part i t ioned into smaller subtasks and scheduled into
multiple pipes. Simple scheduling algorithms such as divide
and conquer and tree scheduling are proposed. To increase

the throughput rapidly simultaneous algorithms are proposed

to the multiple pipeline system.

3.

A,

1. The multiple pipelined systolic
throughput enormously by partit
executing them concurrently in
pipel ines.

system increases the

ioning the tasks and

different functional



2.

3.

4.
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Divide and conquer procedures are very useful in

transfering and executing the data.

Tree schedul-ing method or multiple operand methods

are highly useful for simul-taneous algorithms.

Simultaneous algorithms are solved in both one

dímensional and two dimensional networks in a linear
time.

The multiple pipelined systolic systems with multiple
data increases the performance by a factor of two if
the r/O band width is increased.

The divide and conquer procedure can be implemented

to solve the I/O bound problem of the systolic
systems. However, a detailed study is required.

5.

6.

4.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES

The following suggestions are made for further research.

À detailed study is required to implement the divide
and conquer procedure to solve the I/O bound nature

of the systolic systems.

Thompson's VLSI model of computation [31] rel_ates the

Area (e) and Time (t) taken to solve a problem in a

VLSI chip, which are AT and ÀT2 bounds for the VLSI

computation. The implementation of dynamic and

multiple pipelined systolic systems' computational

bounds AT and AT2 may be studied.

1.



3. Further research is requi red to

advantages of simultaneous algorithms

proce ss i ng .

57
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Appendix À

PI PELI NI NG

Pipelining introduces parallelism or concurrency in a

computer system by segmenting computational tasks into
several subtasks which are executed by the dedicated

autonomous modules. To illustrate the pipelining concept

consider the process of executing an instruction. The

process involves fetching the instruct ion, decoding for

operations involved, op€rands fetching and finally the

execution. In a non pipelined computer, these four stages

are executed one after another, whereas in a pipelined
processor these stages are executed on four successive

independent modules, which permits paralleI execution of

four instructions. The concept of execution of an

instruction on the non-pipelined processor and the pipelined
processor is shown in Figure À.1 .

Ramamoorthy and Li l27l and Kogge t11l classified the

pipelines both on the actual use and on the design and

control strategies. A unifunctional pipeline is the one

dedicated only for a single function. Whereas, a

multifunctional pipelines is the one which performs

different functions either simultaneously or in different
time intervals. Based on their configuration, pipelines are

further classified as static or dynamic.
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The stat ic pipel ine performs only one funct ional

evaluation at a time. It is capable of only relatively
infrequent changes to its functional evaluation. By

changing the functional evaluation these pipelines'
performance decreases. These pipelines are also referred as

synchronous pipelines. The static pipelines are used in

vector processors.

The multifunctional pipelines or dynamic pipelines which

allow more frequent changes to the functions they perform,

up to a different one for each input. These pipelines

permit overlapped processing among several active

configurations simultaneously. These pipelines are also

called as asynchronous or overlapped pipelines. Ramamoorthy

and Li and Kogge reviewed the techniques involved in

pipelining and how they are implemented in computer systems.
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